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Chart 1

Safe harbor statement

This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements, including assumptions, opinions and views of the 
company or cited from third party sources. Various known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors 
could cause the actual results, financial position, development or performance of the company to differ materially 
from the estimations expressed or implied herein. The company does not guarantee that the assumptions 
underlying such forward looking statements are free from errors nor do they accept any responsibility for the future 
accuracy of the opinions expressed in this presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments.
No representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, any 
information, including projections, estimates, targets and opinions, contained herein, and no liability whatsoever is 
accepted as to any errors, omissions or misstatements contained herein, and, accordingly, none of the company 
or any of its parent or subsidiary undertakings or any of such person’s officers, directors or employees accepts 
any liability whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from the use of this document.

Chart 2

EBITDA target bridge [€ m] - update

Additional 
organic and 
external 
growth

References to EBITDA are pre exceptionals; projects are exemplary
* expected

LANXESS strives for an EBITDA of ~€1.4 billion in 2015

Á Additional EBITDA will be the 
result of:
- announced CAPEX projects
- additional organic and 

external growth over next   
four years

Well on track to reach                      
new profit level

2015

~ 1,400~ 1,300

Performance Chemicals
Á RCH bladder expansion
Á ION new plants, resins

and membrane filtration

Performance Polymers
Á BTR Singapore & debottlenecking
Á PBR Singapore & debottlenecking 
Á SCP compounding

2011*

~1,100

Advanced Intermediates
Á AII Menthol
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Chart 3

Raw material effects sustainably balanced

Successful pricing strategy for more than six years

change in input costs change in selling prices
Á Premium high-tech products

Á Price-before-volume strategy 

Á Customer-orientation

Á Focused and experienced 
team

Á Six year track record of 
managing volatile input costs

Á Determined to pass on 
increasing input costs in       
the future

Effective pricing management

support

burden
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Chart 4

World largest buyer with negotiation power

LANXESS is well positioned with its global and diversified 
sourcing strategy

Á LANXESS is well positioned in 
value-added product pyramid

Á Reliable sourcing has highest 
priority

Á Butadiene availability secured 
through comprehensive set of 
proactive measures

Á Targeted activities to gain new 
suppliers and anticipate trends

Butadiene sourcing

LANXESS manages
raw material supply reliably

Butadiene 
sourcing
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Chart 5

Á Top three currencies account  
for ~80% of exposure

Á USD dominating with BRL,   
CAD following

Á Total exposure: USD 1.5-2.0 bn

Á 2011 USD hedging ratio ~40% 
at 1.30 – 1.40 USD / EUR

Financial hedging approach improves planning reliability and 
reduces volatility

FX sensitivity rule update

FX sensitivity: ~€9 m impact on operating result per 1 cent change in USD / € FX rate, before hedging

Á Rule of thumb updated on 
changing sales setup due to:

- Regional focus in growth 
regions

- Acquisitions in USD-
denominated regions

Á Booked exposure: net of trade 
receivables and payables is 
100% hedged

Á Planned exposure: rolling 
hedging concept with targeted 
hedge ratios

Á Instruments: mainly forwards 

Foreign exchange exposure

Targeted hedge ratios [+/- 20%]




